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Abstract

An optical device is described and demonstrated that uses a spatial-spectral holographic material to perform coherent

signal processing operations on analog, high-bandwidth optical signals with large time-bandwidth-products. Signal

processing is performed as the material records the coherent spectral interference (or cross-power spectrum) of

modulated optical signals as a spatial-spectral population grating between electronic transition states. Multiple

exposures of processing pulse sequences are integrated with increasing grating strength. The device, coined as the

Spatial-Spectral Coherent Holographic Integrating Processor (or S2-CHIP), is described as currently envisioned for a

broadband, mid-to-high pulse repetition frequency range-Doppler radar signal processing system. Experiments were

performed in Tm:YAG (0.1 at% at 5K) to demonstrate time delay variation, integration dynamics, and effects of

coding as applied to a radar range processor. These demonstrations used baseband modulation with a 1 gigabit

per second (GPBS) bit rate and code length of 512 bits (512 ns), where delays up to 1.0 ms were resolved with greater

than a 40 dB peak to RMS sidelobe ratio after 800 processing shots. Multi-GHz processing was demonstrated using a

bit rate of 2.5GBPS (baseband modulation) and code length of 2048 bits (819.2 ns). Processing of double-sideband

modulated signals on a radio frequency (RF) carrier was demonstrated, where 512 bit, 1.0GBPS codes were modulated

on a 1.75GHz carrier and then modulated on the optical carrier.

r 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Optical devices using rare earth doped crystal-
line spectral hole burning materials have recently
shown promise for wideband bandwidth applica-
tions, with coherence times of tens of microse-
conds, integration times of several milliseconds,
and large material dynamic range, in areas of RF
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signal processing [1], RF spectrum analysis [2],
atmospheric sensing [3] and true time delay or
arbitrary waveform generation [4,5] among others.
For high bandwidth analog RF signal processing,
the optical approach presents a distinct advantage
over digital techniques, since no high bandwidth
analog to digital converter (ADC) is needed or
used. The device being developed by our group,
coined as a Spatial-Spectral Coherent Holographic
Integrating Processor (S2-CHIP), aims to achieve
analog signal processing for applications arenas
such as ultra-wideband range-Doppler radar
processing with noisy waveforms and frequency
d.
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agile radar. The approach could be extended to
solve other signal processing problems in other
applications, such as for radio astronomy and
lidar. Our discussion in this paper concentrates on
radar range signal processing.
One practical aspect of the device comes from

being able to process high bandwidth signals
(multi-GHz) that are modulated on radio fre-
quency (RF) carriers, as well as baseband RF
signals. In either case, the signals are modulated
onto an optical carrier and then irradiate the
processing crystal. The crystal performs signal
processing by holographic recording of the power
spectrum of the input light sequence as a spatial-
spectral (S2) grating. The optical transition’s
persistence allows for recording the integration of
multiple exposures, or shots. The resultant S2

grating is read out using a linear frequency chirped
optical pulse, creating a low bandwidth (tens of
MHz) oscillation of the optical intensity. This
approach leverages both the wide material band-
width for processing, and mature, inexpensive
photodetector and digitizer technologies at low-
bandwidths for readout. This feature presents a
distinct advantage over previous designs, with no
requirement for high bandwidth optical-to-electro-
nic converters or ADC.
Following is an overview of the general device

design and operation as it is currently envisioned
and a description of recent experimental results.
Performed in Tm:YAG at 5K, these results reflect
proof of concept efforts for radar range processing
of binary phase shift keying (BPSK) signals, both
using baseband modulation at 1.0 and 2.5GBPS,
and the first demonstration of optical processing
of signals first modulated on an RF carrier, using a
1.0GBPS bit rate modulated on 1.75GHz. In all
results presented here, the readout window band-
width was limited to 40MHz, which will be
extended in future efforts.
2. S2-CHIP operation and considerations

2.1. S2-CHIP description and design for radar

Fig. 1 shows a simple schematic of the S2-CHIP
operating as a radar processor. In a monostatic
radar system, a pulse generator creates an opti-
mally encoded baseband waveform that is modu-
lated onto an RF carrier nRF and then transmitted.
The antenna later receives the scattered signal
return from the target that is delayed, attenuated,
Doppler shifted, and buried in a noisy background
including broadband noise and narrowband jam-
mers. Analog correlation of the received signal
with a properly timed reference signal (delayed by
toff ) determines the delay t between them, yielding
the target’s range R ¼ cðtþ toff Þ=2; where c is the
speed of the radiation. In a repetitively pulsed
radar system with a pulse repetition interval TR

and corresponding pulse repetition frequency
PRF ¼ 1=TR; the integration of the processed
information of multiple coherent returns increases
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the result and
reveals effects of Doppler shifts nDEð�2V=cÞnRF
on the target return(s) from the original RF
carrier, where V is the speed of the target [6,7].
Multiple PRFs can be used to eliminate ambi-
guities.
For optical processing of radar signals, transmit

and return RF signals are each modulated on a
stable (coherent) optical carrier. The modulation
from the RF domain to the optical domain is
achieved by an electro-optic phase modulator
(EOPM), which changes the optical carrier phase
in proportion to the applied RF voltage. One
modulator is used for the reference waveform, a
replica of the transmit waveform with appropriate
timing and predistortion for optimal matched
filtering. A second modulator is used to modulate
the received signal from the radar returns. The
modulated optical carrier is tuned to the transition
resonance of the S2 crystal and the optical beam is
focused to a diffraction-limited volume (i.e., a
spatial channel) in the crystal for processing. The
material experiences and records a spatial-spectral
interference of the optical waveforms and stores
the result as a frequency dependent population
grating. The population state persistence allows
for that result to persist, and for other operations
to take place. Integration of multiple results
increases the SNR of the processed results, and
can be used to resolve Doppler shifts on target
returns. Full range-Doppler processing can be
achieved using parallel spatial channels with
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Fig. 1. Operation of S2-CHIP range processor in a single antenna element radar system.
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frequency shifted reference pulses corresponding
to Doppler frequency bins.
During the time that the integrated grating

persists, the result can be read out with an
appropriate spectral scan (i.e., linear frequency
chirp) of the absorption band. This readout
approach produces a low bandwidth oscillatory
variation on the optical intensity that represents
the grating strength and structure. Such low
bandwidth readout signals can be measured with
large dynamic range using a photodetector and
digitized with high precision. A power spectral
density (PSD) algorithm yields the spectral con-
tent, and which scaled by the reciprocal of
the chirp rate yields the processed delays. Since
the return signal can be from multiple targets, the
post-processed output is a range profile showing
the delays and strengths of all the targets over the
range of interest. The full range-Doppler ambi-
guity function is compiled by combining the range
profiles of each spatial processing filter.

2.2. S2 materials and radar system specifications

The intrinsic spectroscopic properties of the S2

material will govern the processing, integration,
and readout stages and largely define the radar
processing system performance. Material transi-
tion parameters of specific interest include the
resonance wavelength, the inhomogeneous line
width, coherence time T2; the population lifetime
T1; and doping density. Currently, the S2-CHIP
demonstrator utilizes Tm:YAG on the 3H4–

3H6

transition at 793.380 nm, but could also be per-
formed near 1550nm in Erbium doped crystals [1].
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2.2.1. Processing bandwidth

The system instantaneous processing bandwidth
BP and the frequency band coverage will be limited
by the S2 material bandwidth, which is determined
by the inhomogeneous broadening of dopant ion
resonances in the host lattice. In Tm:YAG
(0.1 at%), the full-width at half-maximum value
of the absorption line is B30GHz, and can be
varied by compositional tuning in the growth
process. From a system’s perspective, BP is limited
by hardware implementation, including the driving
electronics and electro-optic modulators. The
delay resolution of the radar is B1=BP depending
on the SNR of the received signals [6,7]. S2

materials therefore offer the potential for very
high range resolution processing.
Large frequency coverage, or a large aggregate

bandwidth, can be utilized by processing many
band-limited RF signals modulated on various
intermediate frequency (IF) carriers, in parallel,
across the material bandwidth. The full use of the
material bandwidth is also desirable for being able
to sense and process signals of a frequency
hopping radar system.

2.2.2. Coherence time

For any single shot exposure of waveforms to
the material, the material coherence time T2 (also
called the homogeneous broadening lifetime)
directly affects the effective coherent processing
time. The value of T2 is a complex function of the
temperature, material bandwidth, excitation band-
width, dopant density, and incident optical power,
among other factors. In Tm:YAG (0.1 at%) under
typical operation conditions, T2B10 ms.

2.2.3. Population lifetime

The population lifetime T1; or memory time of
the material, directly affects both the integration
time and the readout time. In Tm:YAG (0.1 at%),
T1B10ms. Within this time window, both proces-
sing by integration and readout are completed.
The number of integrated shots by the material is
the product of the integration time and PRF. For
example, given PRF=50kHz and T1 ¼ 10ms, up
to 500 shots could be integrated. The actual
number of desired integrated shots for coherent
radar is limited by the target coherence time. The
Doppler shift resolution is B1=T1 as obtained
from processing and integration and the SNR
[6,7].

2.2.4. Doping density

The dynamic range of the material for recording
spectral gratings depends on the available absorp-
tion ions in the material, and their probability of
interaction with the incident processing photons.
The ions per unit frequency per unit volume, U; is
a material parameter that depends on the doping
density and host. As an example, for Tm:YAG
(0.1 at%) with a 30GHz Gaussian lineshape,
UB4� 1014 ions=ðHzm3Þ over the central
20GHz bandwidth. Using a typical processing
volume of 8� 10�11m3, (aB100 mm diameter spot
(1/e2 width) over 10mm of crystal length) there are
3.2� 109 ions/MHz. Variation in the interaction
volume and/or doping density can be considered
for higher spectral selectivity specifications.

2.3. S2-CHIP operation

2.3.1. Processing of RF radar waveforms

modulated on optical carriers

Consider a radar system transmitting a series of
broadband BPSK modulated waveforms and then
receiving a superposition of attenuated, range
delayed and Doppler shifted returns with noise
and possible jammer tones present.
In general, coded waveforms are used to provide

processing gain. The larger the ratio of the peak
strength of the auto-correlation function to the
temporal sidelobes, the greater the processing gain.
While the pulse modulation can be in amplitude,
frequency (e.g., frequency hopped or linear-
chirped), or phase (biphase, polyphase, etc.), high
bit rate BPSK modulation is readily achievable
using modern electronics. The BPSK modulation
waveform characteristics are determined by the
modulating code used and the shape of the pulse
waveform. Codes are specified by their length of N

bits, modulated at the bit rate RB; with waveform
duration tp ¼ ðN=RBÞoTR: Any binary codes can
be used, including pseudo-random noise (PRN)
sequences. For a typical N-bit BPSK PRN
sequence, the autocorrelation peak has amplitude
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N; and the RMS sidelobe level has amplitude
B

ffiffiffiffiffi
N

p
:

The modulating waveform of the jth shot in the
transmit series is first considered. The baseband
signal is a voltage waveform

mjðt0Þ ¼
XN�1

n¼0

aj
nc t0 �

n

RB

� �
; ð1Þ

where aj
n is binary code set of the jth shot (taking a

value of either �1 or +1), n is the bit index, cðt0Þ is
the bit voltage waveform, and t0 is the time relative
to the start of the shot. This baseband signal is
modulated on a RF carrier for transmission from
the antenna as

sjðt0Þ ¼ mjðt0Þ cosðoRFt0Þ; ð2Þ

where oRF ¼ 2pnRF: For the following analysis, a
generalized voltage function is defined as the
reference ‘‘transmit’’ waveform of the jth shot as

VT
j ðt0Þ ¼ pjðt0 � jTRÞ; ð3Þ

where pjðt0Þ represents either sjðt0Þ or mjðt0Þ:
After being transmitted, a target can reflect the

signals back to the radar receiver antenna. While
multiple target returns are possible, each with their
own attenuation and delay, here a single target
return delayed by a time t is assumed. The goal of
the processor is to determine this unknown delay,
in order to calculate the target’s range. To further
simplify the analysis, the target return is assumed
to have no narrowband jammers, Doppler shifts or
waveform dispersion. In this case, the received
‘‘return’’ signal for the series is

VR
j ðt0Þ ¼ G½apjðt0 � t� jTRÞ þ nðt0Þ	 ð4Þ

which represents the signal on the RF carrier or at
baseband, where a is the attenuation of the return
signal, nðt0Þ is broadband additive noise on the
return signal, and G is a gain factor.
For each shot j; the transmit and return signals

are modulated onto an optical carrier which
irradiates a spatial volume of the S2 material. An
EOPM is used to modulate the electrical signal
V ðtÞ onto an optical carrier oL as E0 expði½oLt þ
bV ðtÞ	Þ; where b is a linear electro-optic conversion
coefficient. In practice, two EOPMs would be
used, one each for the transmit and return signals,
to create two optical beams that are overlapped at
a small angle.
For simplicity, the case of single EOPM is

analyzed below and used in the experimental
work. When both the transmit and return signals
are modulated by a single EOPM, then the field of
that carrier can be written as

Ejðt0Þ ¼ E0 eiðoLt0�bVT
j ðt0ÞÞ þ eiðoLt0�bVR

j ðt0ÞÞ
� �

ð5Þ

where E0 is a slowly varying amplitude on the
optical carrier. If phase modulation remains
in the linear regime ðif bjpjðtÞj;bGajpjðtÞj; and
bGjnðtÞj{1Þ; then the optical signal for each shot
of the radar can be approximated as

Ejðt0ÞEE0 e
ioLt0 ½ð1� ibpjðt0 � jTRÞÞ

þ ð1� i Gbðapjðt0 � t� jTRÞ þ nðt0ÞÞÞ	:

ð6Þ

To understand the processing stage, consider a
single transmit and return coded waveform pair,
the jth pair in the series, as a single shot of optical
waveforms that interact with the absorbing S2-
material. The optical power spectrum of the jth
shot is

PjðDÞpjEðDÞj2E b2E2
0 ½½1þ G2a2 þ 2Ga cosðDtÞ	

� j *pjðDÞj2 þ G2jñjðDÞj2

þ Gðñ�j ðDÞ *pjðDÞeiDðjTRÞ þ c:c:Þ	

ð7Þ

where *pjðDÞ and ñjðDÞ are the Fourier transforms
of the coded waveform and noise, respectively, and
D ¼ o� oL: The Fourier transform of the noise
ñjðDÞ is defined for the duration of the listening
time window of the jth shot, an interval of roughly
tp þ t: The waveforms will interact coherently
with the material if the time duration of the shot is
less than T2: When the jth shot illuminates the
material, its power spectrum gets burned into the
absorption profile that existed before the jth shot

ajðDÞ ¼ ð1� Z PjðDÞÞaj�1ðDÞ; ð8Þ

where Z is a constant that depends on the
material’s dipole moment and spot size. In this
collinear geometry, the grating is purely spectral,
while for the angled beam case, some grating
components are spatial-spectral and some are
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purely spectral. For baseband signals modulated
on oL; the spectrum is a double sideband lobe that
is symmetrical around oL: For baseband signals
modulated onto oRF and then modulated on oL;
this spectral lobe is frequency shifted to oL7oRF:
The material absorption profile can interact with
one or both of these lobes.
The sinusoidal term cosðDtÞ of Eq. (7) as it

appears in Eq. (8) represents a spectral grating
burned into the medium that can be measured to
determine the unknown delay t: In deriving
Eq. (7), several terms were dropped, as they do
not appreciably affect this result. The strong
components at the optical carrier frequency are
ignored since they will only burn a deep spectral
hole at the optical carrier frequency. Also ignored
are spectral cross terms between the return wave-
form and its additive noise, whose contribution to
the overall noise background is small compared to
that from the noise itself (i.e., assuming
jñjðDÞj=j *pjðDÞj > a).
It is instructive to consider the simple case where

there is no noise ðjñjðDÞj ¼ 0Þ and Ga ¼ 1 (i.e.,
identical transmit and return signals). After a
single shot, the absorption profile is given by

ajþ1ðDÞEajðDÞ½1�g½1þcosðDtÞ	 � g0½1þ cosðDtÞ		;

ð9Þ

where a0ðDÞ is the absorption profile before the jth
shot, g ¼ 2Zb2E2

0/j *pjðDÞj2SD is defined as the
grating strength that represents the peak of
the autocorrelation function between the transmit
and return signals, and g0 ¼ 2Zb2E2

0 ½j *pjðDÞj2 �
/j *pjðDÞj2SD	 is a term that represents the indivi-
dual strengths of the spectral components due to
the autocorrelation properties of the modulating
code. Thus, a Fourier transform of Eq. (9) yields
processed delays, showing a strong peak at t due
to the cos ðDtÞ term proportional in strength to g;
and other temporal sidelobe terms at their various
delays due to the g0½1þ cosðDtÞ	 term.

2.3.2. Integration

Integration has the benefit, in any radar system,
of increasing the SNR of the system and allows the
determination of the target velocity through
Doppler processing. A straightforward extension
of the preceding single shot analysis to processing
a series of radar pulses can be made with the
assumption that TR > T2; so that the individual
shots do not significantly interfere coherently with
each other. After J shots, the absorption profile
will then be

aJ ðDÞ ¼ a0ðDÞ
YJ�1
j¼0

ð1� ZPjðDÞÞ

E 1� Z
XJ�1
j¼0

PjðDÞ

 !
a0ðDÞ ð10Þ

provided Z
PJ�1

j¼0 PjðDÞ51 (i.e. minimal satura-
tion). Thus, to first order

aJ ðDÞE ð1� JZb2E2
0ðð1þ a2G2 þ 2aG cosðDtÞÞ

�/j *pjðDÞj2Sj þ G2/jñjðDÞj2Sj

þ G/ðñ�j ðDÞ *pjðDÞ eiDðjTRÞ þ c:c:ÞSjÞÞa0ðDÞ:

ð11Þ

In the case where the same code is used for every
shot, then /j *pjðDÞj2Sj ¼ j *p0ðDÞj2; and thus integra-
tion of J exposures increases the main cosðDtÞ
grating term by J: The spectral components of the
undesirable temporal sidelobes associated with
j *p0ðDÞj2 also increase as J; while the terms with
random noise increase as

ffiffiffi
J

p
:

Increased gain can be achieved by using an agile
coding scheme, where a different code is used for
each shot, giving a combined processing and
integration gain of the entire waveform series.
For the processor, since each return signal is
interfered with a replica of what was transmitted,
matched filtering is performed for each shot. Using
a different PRN code each shot, the spectral
components associated with both the temporal
sidelobes and noise terms in Eq. (11) are random
from shot to shot and grow only as B

ffiffiffi
J

p
: Thus,

after J shots in an agile PRN code scheme, there is
an enhancement in the peak to RMS sidelobe ratio
of the grating by B

ffiffiffi
J

p
over the single shot case.

Agile coding also adds to the security of the radar
system when the codes are generated on the fly.
The integration time also provides frequency

resolution to determine the Doppler shift from a
moving target according to its velocity. For range-
Doppler processing, the key idea is to combine
aspects of spatial multiplexing to create a bank of
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parallel filtering operations. In each spatial loca-
tion, Doppler processing is achieved with an offset
of the optical carrier frequency of the reference
waveform. Integration in each spatial location
occurs at varying strengths depending on the
mismatch between the optical carrier frequency
and the Doppler shifted RF carrier. In other
words, the Doppler shift of the target is equal to
the optical carrier frequency offset of the spatial
channel with the strongest integrated signal
strength.

2.3.3. Readout

The grating readout is best accomplished by
making a low bandwidth measurement of the
results of high bandwidth processing, since the
performance of measurement electronics is far
better at lower bandwidths. The technique in-
volves reading out spectral grating features using a
low power optical pulse with linear frequency
modulation (LFM) of its carrier, also called an
optical frequency chirped pulse. Such a pulse has a
phase continuous, linear variation in its carrier
frequency at a chirp rate k ¼ Bch=Tch over a
bandwidth Bch in a duration Tch: The pulse’s time
bandwidth product TchBch determines its spectral
profile, that approaches uniformity for large
TchBch: Ultimately, Tch is limited by T1; placing a
lower limit on k for a given Bch:
Physically, the input chirped readout pulse

ERðtÞ ¼ ER cosððoL � 1
2
BchÞt þ 1

2
kt2Þ with field am-

plitude ER; interacts with the spectral grating,
stimulating the emission of a photon echo field
EechoðtÞpgERðt � tÞ as a delayed replica of the
readout pulse. For multiple delays there are
multiple emitted output signals. Interfering the
chirped photon echo with an appropriately timed
reference chirp creates a temporal oscillatory
signal on the intensity of the resultant optical
waveform. In a collinear geometry, the transmitted
chirped pulse, E0

RðtÞ ¼ sERðtÞ; is the input chirped
reference waveform after interacting with the
absorbing material, where s accounts for the
intensity attenuation. In an angled processing
geometry, the transmitted readout pulse and echo
signals are spatially distinct, providing the cap-
ability to use a reference chirped waveform that is
not affected by transmission through the absorb-
ing material.
A photodetector (PD) performs an optical-to-

electrical conversion, generating a low bandwidth
analog electrical voltage VoutðtÞ that varies with
time proportional to the intensity of the optical
waveform IoutðtÞ: In the collinear geometry, this
beat signal can be written as

VoutðtÞpIoutðtÞ ¼ jEoutðtÞj2 ¼ jE0
RðtÞ þ Eechoðt � tÞj2

¼ E2
Rðs

2 þ g2 þ 2 sg cosðxt þ FÞÞ;

ð12Þ

where the oscillation frequency is x ¼ kt and the
oscillation phase is F ¼ ðt=2Þð�Bch � ktÞ:
By digitizing this voltage from the detector with

an ADC, various digital FFT post-processing
algorithms with digital windowing functions can
be used to determine the PSD of the readout signal
versus frequency fPSD: Since the PSD represents
the square of the FFT of the readout signal, the
PSD peaks are proportional to g2: Scaling fPSD by
1=k converts the frequency axis to an ‘‘extracted
time delay’’ axis tPSD; or

tPSD ¼ fPSD=k: ð13Þ

For a maximum resolvable time delay tmax; the
required detection bandwidth is BD ¼ ktmax:
Tradeoffs between higher chirp rates (desired

for faster readout) and lower bandwidth limits on
photodetectors and ADCs (desired for better
dynamic range performance) will be necessary for
any system. For example, if BD ¼ 10MHz then
inexpensive 16-bit PD and ADC components can
be used, where tmax ¼ 2:0 ms and k ¼ 5MHz/ms
corresponding to k ¼ 5MHz/ms. Readout of a
1.0GHz bandwidth of the absorption profile
would create a readout signal 0.2ms in duration.
For an ADC operating at 40MSPS (x2 over-
sampled), the digitized output would contain 8000
points. The time required for FFT-based algo-
rithms to calculate the PSD (e.g., B50 ms on a
Xilinx Virtex-II FPGA board) adds minimally to
the overall latency of the readout process.

2.3.4. Summary

In summary, the grating represents the power
spectrum of the correlation of the transmit and
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return signals. The readout signal represents a
temporal map of the grating. PSD post-processing
of the readout signal represents the square of the
correlation of the transmit and return signals, the
strength of which is proportional to the RF power
of the return signal. Thus, 1 dB drop of the return
signal, in RF power, corresponds to a 1 dB drop in
the processed PSD peak.
The overall SNR gain of the processing and

integration stages are defined in terms of the RF
power of the return signal in terms as a peak-to-
RMS sidelobe ratio. Thus, for processing and
integration of a series of PRN sequences, the
processing gain is BN and the integration gain is
J; giving an overall gain of BN � J: As an
example using PRN codes, assuming tpB10 ms
and a data rate of 1Gbps (10Gbps) and integrat-
ing 100 shots, the total gain would be B60 dB
(B70 dB). For selected code sets, where temporal
sidelobes are designed to be minimal over integra-
tion of multiple shots, the enhancement can be
significantly higher.
3. Experimental results

3.1. Overview

For the experiments, a continuous wave optical
carrier was stabilized to a sub-10 kHz linewidth
over 10ms. A single EOPM was used to modulate
both the reference and return pulses, and a
collinear beam geometry for both processing and
readout. Each processing shot consisted of an N-
bit BPSK waveform (i.e. radar reference signal)
and a single time delayed replica (i.e. radar return
signal), where shots were introduced at
PRF=100 kHz. During any integration sequence,
the delay between the waveforms in each pulse pair
was fixed.

3.2. Experimental setup

Fig. 2 shows the main components of the
experimental setup. A cw Ti:Sapphire laser was
centered at 793.380 nm and frequency stabilized to
a transient spectral hole [8] in a 4mm long
Tm:YAG (0.1 at%) sample maintained at 5.0K
in a bath cryostat (Oxford Optistat) using a
B1mm2 spot (1/e2 diameter). The stabilized laser
was split into two beams for processing and
readout. The EOPM in the processing beam
(Alenia Marconi, 5GHz) was driven by a pulse
pattern generator (PPG; Advantest D3186). The
PPG was used to create the entire sequence of
pulses (both transmit and return signal) that were
programmed into the 8MB user defined memory.
Two RF paths are shown, the lower being used for
baseband demonstrations and the upper for the
RF carrier demonstration, with their associated
amplifiers (as described below). Since a single
EOPM and PPG were used, the duration of the
individual coded waveforms were shorter than the
processed delay. The entire processing sequence
duration was 8ms (3.2ms) for a 1.0GBPS
(2.5GBPS) bit rate, creating up to 800 (320) shots
at the PRF of 100 kHz. After modulation, the
processing beam power was B1mW, which was
then amplified to B60mW by injection locking a
higher power slave diode laser [9]. After the
amplifier was an acousto-optic modulator
(AOM; IntraAction ATM260C-2) driven by a
signal generator (SG; HP E4432B) at +270MHz
and another AOM (Isomet 1205C-1) driven at
+80MHz (not shown) which was mixed with a
delay generator (DG; SRS DG535) to easily time
gate the pulse sequences.
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On the readout beam path, an AOM (IntraAc-
tion ATM260C-2) was driven by an arbitrary
waveform generator (AWG; Tektronix AWG610)
to create a linear frequency chirped pulse around a
(+270MHz) carrier over 40MHz at a rate of
1.1MHz/ms (due to settings of the AWG). The
frequency chirped pulse thus created a readout
window at +80MHz (W1) as compared to the
processing signals. This chirp was timed to
irradiate the crystal B10 ms after the processing
shots were completed. A high frequency AOM
(Brimrose GPM1600-400) driven by a SG (HP
E4432B) at 1.6GHz was used, on a separate path
accessed with flipper mirrors, to further frequency
upshift the readout signal, creating a second
readout window at +1680MHz (W2) as com-
pared to the processing pulses. For either path of
the readout beam, the readout power was adjusted
to B100 mW.
Various RF signals were used for the three

experiments. Fig. 3 shows spectrum analyzer traces
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Fig. 3. RF spectrum analyzer traces of the modulation schemes

used in the experimental demonstrations when repeated over

several seconds. In each shot, the patterns were separated by

1.0ms. The shots were repeated at 100 kHz. Traces were

obtained by using max-hold on the analyzer with a 1MHz

resolution bandwidth. Power levels are plotted after amplifica-

tion. Trace A (bold line): 1.0GBPS baseband modulation of

512 bit patterns, 1.0GHz low pass filtered. Trace B (gray line):

2.5GBPS baseband modulation of 2048 bit patterns. Trace C

(thin line): 1.0GBPS baseband modulation of 512 bit patterns,

1.0GHz low pass filtered and mixed onto an RF carrier of

1.75GHz. For all traces, between patterns, a square wave

modulation (y010101y) was used at the respective bit rate,

creating strong spectral features at half integer multiples of the

bit rate, which are observed as peaks in the figure. W1 and W2

indicate regions of the spectra that were probed by a frequency

scan.
of the RF signals before driving the EOPM. The
three traces are listed as A, B and C, which each
were generated using an RF spectrum analyzer
(Rohde & Schwarz FSEM30) on max-hold mode
with a 1MHz resolution bandwidth, where signals
were repeated for several seconds. These typical
processing sequences employed dynamic coding
for each shot, where each processing shot con-
tained a unique, zero-mean BPSK waveform and
its time delayed replica. In case A (bold line), the
PPG bit rate was 1.0GBPS, the patterns were
512 bits long (512 ns) and a 1GHz low pass RF
filter was used (not shown in Fig. 2) and the signals
were amplified (Veritech VM2.5EMD-422) to
5.0V and fed to the EOPM (lower path in Fig.
2). The main lobe of the modulation to 1GHz is
due to the random pattern set being repeated over
the repeating 8ms window. Strong frequency
component spikes at ð1

2
RB;RB; 32RB;yÞ can be

observed on the traces, which were created by
square wave (y101010y) modulation at the bit
rate RB between patterns. These signals are used as
frequency markers that become spectral holes
burned into the spectrum. While this modulation
is shown, it could be turned on and off in the
experiments with no appreciable change to the
readout signals that are presented here. The case in
trace A was used for the majority of the experi-
mental results below. Trace B shows the case when
the PPG bit rate was 2.5GBPS and patterns of
2048 bits long (819.2 ns) were used, along with the
same amplifier as in trace A but without filtering
(lower path in Fig. 2). The main lobe is observed
over 2.5GHz with a strong frequency spike at
1.25GHz. Trace C shows the case for IF modula-
tion, where the same signal that generated trace A
was then mixed onto a 1.75GHz carrier using an
RF mixer (Teletech MC36A) that was driven by a
signal generator (Agilent E4432B) at 17 dBm and
then amplified by a broadband high power RF
amplifier (HP/Agilent 83020A) before being fed to
the EOPM (upper path in Fig. 2). Fig. 3 also
shows the location and spectral width of the
readout windows W1 and W2 (described pre-
viously) in relation to the RF signals.
A cube combined the processing and readout

beams, which were focused to a B50 mm spot in
the sample. After the sample the beams were
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incident on a photodetector (PD; New Focus
1801) that was AC coupled (25 kHz–125MHz). A
digital oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS3054) was used
to digitize the traces at 12.5 MSPS over a fixed
40 ms window (500 points). While better digitizers
will be used for future work, in this case their
dynamic range was not exceeded.

3.3. Results

A typical example of the readout signal intensity
variation is shown in Fig. 4(a) for the processing
configuration of Fig. 3, case A, with a delay of
1.0 ms between processing pulses, after 800 inte-
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Fig. 4. (a) Example time domain readout signal and (b)

resultant power spectral density signal showing signal strength

versus extracted time delay. The peak at 1.0 ms matches the

delay between patterns.
grated shots. The figure shows approximately 36
cycles in the 40 ms readout window, consistent with
k ¼ 1:1MHz/ms. Fig. 4(b) shows the calculated
PSD of the signal in Fig. 4(a), where a Hanning
window was applied, and the x-axis was converted
to extracted time delays using Eq. (13). The peak
width (B25 ns FWHM) corresponds to the limited
readout bandwidth. The signal strengths are
plotted in units of decibels (dB), and shown in
relation to the noise floor (set to 0 dB). The main
delay at 1.0 ms has strength of 50 dB with a
maximal sidelobe level on the order of 20 dB,
showing a spur free dynamic range of 30 dB.
The next series of results were taken for the

1.0GBPS baseband modulation case (W1 on trace
A), with the largest observed signal strengths
under these limited (collinear geometry, 40MHz
readout window) conditions. Fig. 5 shows the
results of processed time delays that were varied
over 0.6–1.0 ms, extracted from the PSD of
transmitted readout signals, after 200 shots. The
processing beam power was 2.5mW in this case.
The peaks are shown to match well with the
processed time delay, and calculations of several
captures at the same delay showed o3 ns jitter
(readout bandwidth limited). The decrease of the
peak signal with increasing time delays is due to
the material coherence time. Higher temporal
resolution and dynamic range is expected at higher
readout bandwidths.
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range for these conditions. The scan was taken after 200 shots

at 100 kHz, where each shot consisted a unique dynamic 512 bit

pattern and its replica at 1GBPS BPSK modulation.
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Fig. 6 shows the behavior of the signal strength
enhancement achieved by integration of multiple
coherent processing results. The peak strength of
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processing shots for various processing beam powers. The

processing power was 2.5mW for the diamonds and decreased

by factors of 2 in optical power to 0.31mW for the circles. The

data compared with ideal integration behavior P2J2 (the solid

lines are offset from each other by 6 dB), showing saturation

after a number of shots that depends on P:
the readout signal peak, in dB, is plotted versus the
number of processing shots on a log scale, up to
800 shots, with a fixed 1 ms delay, for four different
processing beam powers P of 2.5mW (top trace),
1.25, 0.625 and 0.3125mW. Each data set indivi-
dually shows that the processed signal strength
initially grows ideally as J2 (solid lines), as
expected, but then exhibits power dependent roll-
off due to saturation before reaching a steady
state. For 0.3125mW, the saturation point is
roughly 85 shots, while for 2.5mW it is roughly
15 shots. The various data sets show that the signal
strength varies as the optical power squared in this
configuration (each line offset by 6 dB), due to the
effect of increasing the optical power of both the
reference and return signals by 3 dB.
Fig. 7 shows the effects of dynamic coding for

each shot as compared to using a single code
repetitively shot to shot. The processing beam
power was 2.5mW. (a) Plots the peak and RMS
left sidelobe (LSLrms) level as calculated over a
time window from 0.5 to 0.9 ms, in dB, versus shots
(log scale) to observe their evolution during
integration. Fig. 7(b) shows the corresponding
extracted delay profile after 800 shots. For both
agile processing and a single code, the peak
strengths grow identically as J2 and then rolls off
as in the previous figure. For the single repeated
800 shots
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code case, LSLrms grows with the peak, while for
dynamic coding these change shot to shot. For the
particular single code used, the calculated peak to
LSLrms was B18 dB, which is maintained be-
tween the peak and LSLrms throughout the
integration series. For the dynamic coding case,
the LSLrms level is shown to fluctuate around
10 dB. While this level is expected to grow with
BJ; here the LSLrms level for dynamic coding is
lower than the artificially high noise floor at
B10 dB. After 800 shots, a peak to LSLrms level
of 42 dB is observed, giving an enhancement of
B25 dB in the dynamic range after 800 shots due
to the spread spectrum nature of the PRN code
set.
Fig. 8 shows typical single capture results for the

cases dealing with extended processing capabil-
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Fig. 8. Typical post-processed range results for 2.5GBPS

baseband and 1.0GBPS IF processing. (a) Baseband processing

of 2.5GPBS signals, corresponding to trace B of Fig. 3 with W1

scan. (b) RF carrier processing of 1.0GBPS signals modulated

on 1.75GHz, corresponding to trace C of Fig. 3 with W2 scan.
ities. Fig. 8(a) shows a post-processed result for the
2.5GBPS baseband modulation case, correspond-
ing to trace B in Fig. 3 when using W1 after 320
shots. It should be noted that W2 on trace B was
also used, and showed similar but weaker main
peak strength (by B10 dB). Fig. 8(b) shows a
similar result for the case of 1.0GBPS modulation
on an RF carrier, corresponding to trace C in Fig.
3 when using W2 after 800 shots. The similarity of
the graphs is the main result of these proof-of-
concept experimental efforts, where gratings were
observed with varying strengths. Beyond the
results shown, other readout windows were
accessed by tuning the signal generators of both
the +270MHz AOM in the processing beam and
the +1600MHz AOM in the readout beam,
thereby moving W1 and W2 to observe other
parts of the grating, which gave similar results to
those shown here.
4. Summary

In summary, multi-GHz coherent signal proces-
sing and integration of up to 800 dynamically
changing shots was demonstrated under three
different experimental conditions. The demonstra-
tions used a Tm doped YAG crystal held at 5.0K,
a B1mW beam from a frequency stabilized
continuous wave laser, commercially available
telecom components, and a low-power chirped
pulse probe. Time delays up to 1.0 ms were
processed and extracted with over 40 dB of
dynamic range under limited readout capabilities.
We believe that the techniques introduced here
represent substantial progress towards a practical,
high performance analog coherent integrating
temporal signal processor with the necessary
bandwidth, frequency resolution, integration time
and dynamic range for modern radar systems.
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